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Minutes 10th June 2015. Townhouse, Haddington 

 

Welcome & Introductions: Steven Wray. Susan Sammels, Loreen Pardoe. Larraine Rettie, Doug 

Haig, Helen Anderson  

Apologies from: Paula Baillie, Jo Letelier-Lobos, Theresa Casey, Liz Humphrys.  

Minutes Agreed (12
th
 May. ‘15) 

 

Agenda 

Fluid and full discussions took place regarding all points on Agenda, including Bursary as part of 

AOB. 

Pop up Play Feedback was very positive. Estimates are that around 70 families took part 

throughout the morning session and all found it a very positive experience. The variety of play 

stations and the engagement they attracted was very successful. Positive comments shared and 

LR shared that some of the ideas have again been taken up by other organisations, as has 

happened in the past. Slideshow of photographs taken on the day was shown throughout 

meeting. Costs were kept low as possible for the event (£158.90), receipts have been sent in to 

SS by some of the event partners and will be dealt with accordingly. Jo’s Kitchen was huge 

success and NCT station had children very absorbed in the cauldron / stirring activity etc. The 

variety of activities were excellent and catered for all. Many thanks to all the volunteers and 

partners who gave their time and enthusiasm and to all the families who participated, all making 

this such a great event.  

Play in the Park Proposal: Final draft has been shared with other key partners / interested parties 

before final submission. SW and LP attended meeting with KS from H&L LAP re progress and were 

delighted to find that the proposal is included in the draft Action Plan. The funding application was 

discussed and KS shared that it was likely that the LAP could match funding of around £1000 (re 

consultation cost section), however this would have to be confirmed in due course and is not 

guaranteed. The draft was shared with Sports Hub Users as well as chair of FONP and comments 

returned to SW & LP, these comments have been included in funding application and it was agreed at 

today’s SftS meeting that the application could be submitted. The application is in partnership with 

ELPA and FONP as SftS is not constituted. £10000 maximum requested to cover consultant fees, 

testing play ranger and all associated costs with using Pavilion and materials. Some matched funding 

from SftS and ELPA included within application. 

 SW to submit application for III funding.  

Pathway Programmes.  

Issues re engagement discussed. HA shared that Baby Massage is well attended but many other 

services / groups are not (on weekly basis). This was considered in terms of provision of PEEP and 
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other funded places eg TinyTalk, where classes are attended through SftS. It was shared that 

targeted places are relevant to the universal programs also. It was agreed that PEEP and Baby 

Massage benefit all who take part, but that we have an especial role to play in making sure all 

programmes reach families who are in greatest need and cannot / would not access normally. SW 

suggested that taster PEEP session could be offered one or two weeks before the end of Baby 

Massage blocks and once a new lead for PEEP has been found, this could be discussed as a test of 

change. The Pathways are certainly a key way of delivering and supporting Early Years. HA shared 

that GB is the local contact for the Baby Massage through NHS. New PEEP leads required, email will 

be sent to all potential previous users. PB also interested in this and has attended a class in 

Haddington with Tracey, which the group thought would be wonderful for SftS and PEEP. It was also 

felt that donations could be encouraged within PEEP to help sustain it for those who could 

comfortably afford to donate and foster more regular participation in classes rather than booking for 

terms, but not attending regularly. Discussion also circulated around a ‘first step’ type of class to be 

put in place for more vulnerable parents who feel very uncomfortable in groups, particularly those 

where most participants have a very different life experience to their own. This is alienating and SftS 

may benefit from considering other options to set up a pre-class group potentially, for smaller 

numbers, which can feed into the larger universal classes as confidence grows. HV team (GB), new 

PEEP lead and SftS leads to discuss idea of tasters linking one section of pathway to next – link to 

EYC Test of Change. Tba  

 SW to keep check on training dates and advise of new suitable ones.  

 Email to circulate re training potential. 

Our pathways are now out of print, some minor changes are required before a re-print.  

 SW and LP to liaise regarding these.  

Local Area Partnership SftS representation. It was confirmed this morning that SftS is now 

formally a partner of the H&L LAP. Names of a nominated representative and one depute are to be 

shared with LAP. There will also be an EGM on 24
th
 June to resolve constitutional issues. DH to 

represent SftS as depute and for EGM, LP also to be SftS rep at this time, but this role offer is to be 

shared with rest of Haddington group. Meetings are generally ‘one per quarter’, with email circulation 

of relevant information in between times. Note: Representation from group required at each meeting if 

possible. 

 LP to advise LAP in interim, that SftS Haddington rep and depute are currently LP and DH. 

 LP/SS Invite all members of Haddington group to consider taking on this role.   

Volunteers / Training / Courses. 

Contact between JL and AC/Homestart to be arranged with view to organising next RCWC. 

Homestart keen to run in Haddington and potentially through the school holiday period as they are 

working with various families in Haddington who could benefit and appreciate RCWC course. KP of 

Homestart shared that they would be happy to host a get together between trainees and Homestart, 

to discuss future courses. It was also shared that running a RCWC course would be beneficial pre a 
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PPP course as one could feed to the other, where appropriate. Homestart funding can also provide a 

crèche but the course would have to run in the daytime. 

 LP to contact JL and Homestart to discuss course for summer or autumn.  

 

 

Connected Baby – Awaiting contact from The Fraser Centre regarding venue availability for last 

week in Sept. DH also stated that Bridge Centre could be available on Friday of Sept weekend and 

suggested Saltire Room in JMH.  

 LP/SW Date & Venue to be arranged for September. 

World Mud Day – 3
rd

 July 12-2pm, Neilson Park Pavilion. 

SW and SS confirmed that the Pavilion is booked and soil ordered for delivery on 2
nd

 July. Mud 

kitchen required back from Dunbar (currently on loan). DH stated he can be first aider for event and 

also suggested the paint pendulum (shared on SFTS facebook page) could be adapted to runny mud 

splatter on tarpaulin. (Perhaps liaise with Mothers and Others to set this up?). 

Two tarpaulins will be provided. Play stations will vary amount of mud / getting dirty experiences to 

adapt to all levels, including area for youngest children. (Dig in mud / small world / dabbling, muddy 

wallow, painting boxes/mud pendulum, mud kitchen and making potions suggested).   

REMINDERS / Info:  

 DH available to collect / drop off using minibus. Please contact him to arrange. First Aider. 

 SW to create press release for Mud Day and pass to DH to arrange publication. (Note: It 

would be good to link with various events / activities in East Lothian under SftS banner and 

create a future editorial / link to Bursary to increase awareness of SftS). 

 LR & NCT to do potions station. 

 LP to email partners not present at meeting, to ask if willing and able to run playstations. 

 SS to arrange return of mud kitchen for event. 

 SS – purchase tea / coffee etc for event.  NOT DISCUSSED AT MEETING, volunteer 

required.  

 SW - Sashes or badges to identify volunteers needed for the day. 

 SS – order mini bottles (baby massage type) for potions. LR to advise how many reqd. 

 All available – help with setting up and clearing up required. More volunteers on the day.  

 SW – Risk assessment. Set up organiser.  

 KR to help transport soil / set up / clear up. 

 SW/SS to organise SftS Banners, SftS and Bursary information for display. Info signs for day. 

 SS create posters and pass to DH for printing in A3 and A4 sizes. Distribute to Library, Health 

Centre, Tesco community boards, Jabberwocky, Aubigny Centre, Bridge Centre, Nurseries, 

Playgroups and Schools. (Possibly Peter Potter community noticeboard, Nungate and Trinity 

Centres also).  
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 SS/LP to create event on Facebook. All to highlight *Bring change of clothes* as children will 

get delightfully dirty.  

 

Picnic in the Park – date to be arranged. This has not yet been set up and so a summer meeting 

will likely be required, however date needs to be set and agreed if we are to go ahead.  

 LP - Email asking for interest / support.  

 

Marketplace Event: 30
th
 August. 

 SS to confirm time/requirements. (Currently reserved from 10-3 so actual time needs to be 

agreed, space and facilities required, tables and chairs etc. Suggestion: 10-12 or 1-3).  

 Organiser required for the event. Invitation to be circulated through Haddington group. This 

will be a paid role to the value of approx. £200 (possibly higher depending on number of 

groups / exhibitors contacted and managed). Applicants are invited to note interest in this 

role.  

AOB: 

Bursary: Active Schools are supporting the Bursary scheme throughout East Lothian, by offering 

places within Summer programme. There will be unrestricted places for football, but other activities 

will be on first come first served basis and have restricted places available. It is also hoped that 

sustainability will be sourced through clubs and groups offering places to the Bursary scheme. 

Promotion of the scheme throughout East Lothian will happen and fundraising / donations for 

maintaining the bursaries can be linked to that launch and information. It was discussed that sharing 

information re Bursary through schools would be very beneficial, in terms of reach and potential 

referrers. Current word searches can be used for fundraising / promotion of bursary again (Dates 

changed) and possibly done through events late summer / autumn and in conjunction with the 

schools, but it was decided that pressing forward with ‘school bag distribution’ in short time left would 

not be welcomed by schools and would be difficult to organise collection of monies involved. DH 

shared that he felt both the Play and the Healthy Eating themes were very appropriate for this year 

and SftS ongoing themes.  

 SW to meet asap with local Headteachers to discuss word searches as promotion of Bursary 

and fundraiser, as well as highlight the summer activities programme / opportunities.  

SurveyMonkey; draft of Play questionnaire shared with online link through subgroup in May. 

Valuable feedback from SS, but more would be appreciated.  

 Feedback required from those who received link.  

Food for Thought Funding and Tesco funding applications were unsuccessful. DH shared that few 

groups have been successful due to number of applications submitted. Group needs to decide if / how 

we can continue Healthy Eating theme to events coming up.  

Meeting closed with thanks to all who attended.  
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Next Meeting: Wednesday 27th Aug 2015.  9:30-11:00 Townhouse, Hadd (Crèche if booked)  

 

**Summary: All local partners invited to help staff and organise the play events & marketplace**.  

Diary Dates:  

3
rd

 July.    World Mud Day 

Early Aug.    Picnic in the Park.  

30
th
 Aug.    Haddington Marketplace. 

Sept.  tba   Connected Baby Film Night.  


